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PREFACE

Advanced Sampling Theory with Applications: How Michael 'Selected' Amy is

a comprehensive exposition of basic and advanced sampling techniques along with
their applications in the diverse fields of science and technology .

This book is a multi-purpose document. It can be used as a text by teachers, as a
reference manual by researchers, and as a practical guide by statisticians. It covers

1179 references from different research journals through almost 2158 citations
across 1248 pages, a large number of complete proofs of theorems, important

results such as corollaries, and 335 unsolved exercises from several research papers.

It includes 162 solved, data based, real life numerical examples in disciplines such
as Agriculture, Demography, Social Science, Applied Economics, Engineering,

Medicine, and Survey Sampling. These solved examples are very useful for an

understanding of the applications of advanced sampling theory in our daily life and
in diverse fields of science. An additional 177 unsolved practical problems are

given at the ends of the chapters. University and college professors may find these

useful when assigning exercises to students. Each exercise gives exposure to several

complete research papers for researchers/students. For example, by referring to
Exercise 3.1 at the back of Chapter 3, different types of estimators of a population

mean studied by Chakrabarty (1968), Vos (1980), Adhvaryu and Gupta (1983),

Walsh (1970), Sahai and Sahai (1985) and Sisodia and Dwivedi (1981) are

examined. Thus, this single exercise discusses about six research papers. Similarly,

Exercise 5.7 explains the other possibilities in the calibration approach considered
by Deville and Sarndal (1992) and their followers.

The data based problems show statisticians how to select a sample and obtain

estimates of parameters from a given population by using different sampling
strategies like SRSWR, SRSWOR, PPSWR, PPSWOR, RHC, systematic sampling,
stratified sampling, cluster sampling, and multi-stage sampling . Derivations of

calibration weights from the design weights under single phase and two-phase

sampling have been provided for simple numerical examples. These examples will

be useful to understand the meaning of benchmarks to improve the design weights.

These examples also explain the background of well known scientific computer

packages like CALMAR, GES, SAS, STATA, and SUDAAN, etc., some of which

are very expensive, used to generate calibration weights by most organizations in

the public and private sectors. The ideas of hot deck, cold deck, mean method of
imputation, ratio method of imputation, compromised imputation, and multiple
imputation have been explained with very simple numerical examples. Simple

examples are also provided to understand Jackknife variance estimation under
single phase, two-phase [or random non-response by following Sitter (1997)] and

multi-stage stratified designs.
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I have provided a summary of my book from which a statistician can reach a fruitful

dec ision by makin g a comparison in his/her mind with the existing books in the

international marke t.

Title s) 4

Dedication 2

Table of contents 14

Preface 8 9 I

I 70 13 II 20 2 58

2 66 20 22 19 58 24

3 158 36 68 38 307 61

4 54 9 15 10 84 26

5 180 13 43 15 651 43

6 86 10 29 10 170 21

7 34 8 17 9 72 23

8 116 2 1 24 19 112 70

9 64 12 11 14 61 57

10 60 3 31 4 162 13

II 86 3 33 5 216 7

12 90 8 24 9 154 28

13 40 6 7 5 100 15

A endix 26 12

Biblio ra h 62

Author Index 22

Subiect Index 4

Related Books 2

24

This book also covers, in a very simple and compact way, many new topics not yet

available in any book on the international market. A few of these interesting topics

are: median estimation under single phase and two-ph ase sampling, difference

between low level and higher level calibration approach, calibration weights and

design weights, estimation of parametric function s, hidden gangs in finite

populations, compromised imputation, variance estimation using distinct units ,

general class of estimators of popul ation mean and variance, wider class of

estimators of population mean and variance, power transformation estimators,

estimators based on the mean of non-sampled units of the auxiliary character, ratio

and regression type estimators for estimating finite population variance similar to

prop osed by Isaki ( 1982), unbiased estimators of mean and variance under

Midzuno 's scheme of sampling, usual and modified jackknife variance estimator,
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estimation of regression coefficient, concept of revised selection probabilities,
multi-character surveys sampling, overlapping, adaptive , and post cluster sampling,

new techniques in systematic sampling, successive sampling, small area estimation,

continuous populations, and estimation of measurement errors.

This book has 459 tables, figures, maps, and graphs to explain the exercises and

theory in a simple way. The collection of 1179 references (assembled over more

than ten years from journals available in India, Australia, Canada, and the USA) is a

vital resource for researcher . The most interesting part is the method of notation

along with complete proofs of the basic theorems. From my experience and

discussion with several research workers in survey sampling, I found that most

people dislike the form or method of notation used by different writers in the past.

In the book I have tried to keep these notations simple, neat, and understandable. I
used data relating to the United States of America and other countries of the world,

so that international students should find it interesting and easy to understand. I am

confident that the book will find a good place and reputation in the international
market, as there is currently no book which is so thorough and simple in its

presentation of the subject of survey sampling.

The objective , style, and pattern of this book are quite different from other books

available in the market. This book will be helpful to:

( a ) Graduates and undergraduates majoring in statistics and programs where

sampling techniques are frequently used;
( b ) Graduates currently involved in M.Sc. or Ph.D. programs in sampling theory

or using sampling techniques in their research;

( c ) Government organizations such as the US Bureau of Statistics, the Statistics

Canada, the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the New Zealand Bureau of Statistics,

and the Indian Statistical Institute, in addition to private organizations such as

RAND and WESTSTAT, etc.

In this book I have begun each chapter with basic concepts and complete

derivations of the theorems or results. I ended each chapter by filling the gap

between the origin of each topic and the recent references. In each chapter I

provided exercises which summarize the research papers. Thus this book not only

gives the basic techniques of sampling theory but also reviews most of the research

papers available in the literature related to sampling theory. It will also serve as an

umbrella of references under different topics in sampling theory, in addition to

clarifying the basic mathematical derivations . In short, it is an advanced book, but

provides an exposure to elementary ideas too. It is a much better restatement of the

existing knowledge available in journals and books . I have used data, graphs,

tables, and pictures to make sampling techniques clear to the learners .
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EXERCISES ,>,

At the end of each chapter I have provided exercises and their solutions are given
through references to the related research papers. Exercises can be used to clarify or

relate the classroom work to the other possibilities in the literature .

At the end of each chapter I have provided practical problems which enable

students and teachers to do additional exercises with real data.

I have taken real data related to the United States of America and many other

countries around the world. This data is freely available in libraries for public use

and it has been provided in the Appendix of this book for the convenience of the

readers . This will be interesting to the international students .

NEWTECHNOLOGIES <, : .

This provides to students or researchers new formulae available in the literature,

which can be used to develop new computer programs for estimating parameters in

survey sampling and to learn basic statistical techniques .

.SOLU.TIO:N·.MANUAL'·'

I am working on a complete solution manual to the practical problems and selected
theoretical exercises given at the end the chapters.

I was born in the village of Ajnoud, in the district of Ludhiana, in the state of

Punjab, India in 1963. My primary education is from the Govt. Primary School,

Ajnoud; the Govt. Middle School, Bilga; and Govt. High School, Sahnewal, which

are near my birthplace. I did my undergraduate work at Govt. College Karamsar,

Rarra Sahib. Still I remember that I used to bicycle my way to college, about 15 km,

daily on the bank of canals. It was fun and that life has never come back. M.Sc. and

Ph.D. degrees in statistics were completed at the Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU), Ludhiana, and most of the time spent in room no. 46 of hostel no. 5.

I attended conferences of the Indian Society of Agricultural Statistics held at

Gujarat, Haryana, Orissa, and Kerala, and was a winner of the Gold Medal in 1994

for the Young Scientist Award. I attended conferences of the Australian Statistical

Society in Sydney and the Gold Coast. I attended a conference of the International

Indian Statistical Association at Hamilton, and the Statistical Society of Canada

conferences at Hamilton, Regina, and Halifax in addition to the Concordia

University conference . I also attended the Joint Statistical Meetings (JSM-200 1,
2002) at Atlanta and New York.
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At present I am an Assistant Professor at St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN,

USA, and recently introduced the idea of obtaining exact traditional linear

regression estimator using calibration approach. From 200 I to 2002 I did post

doctoral work at Carleton University, Canada. From 2000 to 2001 I was a Visiting

Instructor at the University of Saskatchewan, Canada. From 1999 to 2000 I was a

Visiting Instructor at the University of Southern Maine, USA, where I taught

several courses to undergraduate and graduate students, and introduced the idea of

compromised imputation in survey sampling. From 1998 to 1999 I was Visiting

Scientist at the University of Windsor Canada. From 1996 to 1998 I was Research

Officer-II in the Methodology Division of the Australian Bureau of Statistics where

I developed higher order calibration approach for estimating the variance of the

GREG, and introduced the concept of hidden gangs in finite populations. From

1995 to 1996 I was Research Assistant at Monash University, Australia. From 1991

to 1995 I was Research Fellow, Assistant Statistician and then Assistant Professor

at PAU, Ludhiana, India and was also awarded a Ph.D. in statistics in 1991. I have

published over 80 research papers in reputed journals of statistics and energy

science. I am also co-author of a monograph entitled, Energy in Punjab Agriculture,

published by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi.

Advanced Sampling Theory with Applications is my additional achievement. In

this book you can enjoy my new ideas such as:

"How did Michael select Amy?:'

"How can you weigh elephants in a circus?"
and " ~.

!" ¥

"How many girls like Bob?"

in addition to higher order calibration, bias filtration, hybridising imputation and

calibration techniques, hidden gangs , median estimation using two-phase sampling,

several new randomised response models, and exact traditional linear regression

using calibration technique etc..
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who changed my style of living a bit and taught me to get involved with other
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the writing of the name of God with eyes closed and I found it helps when under
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Note that I used EXCEL to solve the numerical examples , and while using a hand

calculator there may be some discrepancies in the results after one or two decimal

places . Further note that the names used in the examples such as Amy, Bob, Mr.

Bean, etc., are generic , and are not intended to resemble any real people. I would

also like to submit that all opinions and methods of presentation of results in this

book are solely the author's and are not necessarily representative of any institute or

organization. I tried to collect all recent and old papers, but if you have any

published related paper and would like that to be highlighted in the next volume of

my book, please feel free to mail a copy to me, and it will be my pleasure to give a

suitable place to your paper . To my knowledge this will be the first book, in survey

sampling, open to everyone to share contribution irrespective your designation ,

status, group of scientists, journals names, or any other discriminating character

existing in this world, you feel. Your opinions are most welcome and any suggestion

for improvement will be much appreciated via e-mail.

Sarjinder Singh (B:Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Gold Medalist, and Post Doctorate)

Assistant Professor, Department of Statistics, S1. Cloud State University,

S1. Cloud, MN, 56301-4498, USA E-mail: sarjinder@yahoo.com


